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	Legal Knowledge and Information Systems:  JURIX 2006: The Nineteenth Annual Conference - Volume 152 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications, 9781586036980 (158603698X), IOS Press, 2006
This volume contains the Proceedings of the Nineteenth JURIX Conference on Legal Knowledge and Information Systems (JURIX 2006), December 7th–9th, Université Pantheon Assas – Paris II, France. This year we hoped to put two new topics on the agenda: Artificial Intelligence in police and intelligence services and the impact of AI on law, legal procedures and legal institutions. Despite the political attention paid to international crime, the war on terrorism and the concerns about the growing number of regulations, increase of administrative costs and overloading of courts, too few contributions about these issues were submitted. Nevertheless, the large number of submissions shows that our interdisciplinary community is still growing and active.

This volume again covers a broad range of topics. Argumentation is central to legal reasoning and therefore it is no surprise that researchers have focused on computational theories of argumentation. In this book four papers are dedicated to this topic. Atkinson & Bench-Capon compare disputes as dialectical trees to other abstract systems for argument representation. Bex et al. focus on causal-abductive reasoning and default-style argumentation to deal with stories, evidence and generalisations in the legal domain. Prakken & Sartor study formal models of representation of presumptions and their effects on the burden of proof. Chorley & Bench-Capon add the possibility of State interventions to improve the outcome of previous research on an argument scheme for practical reasoning.
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Software for Data Analysis: Programming with R (Statistics and Computing)Springer, 2008
This is a book about Software for Data Analysis: using computer software to extract information from some source of data by organizing, visualizing, modeling, or performing any other relevant computation on the data. We all seem to be swimming in oceans of data in the modern world, and tasks ranging from scientific research to managing a business...

		

Holistic Health and HealingF. A. Davis Company, 2002

	Holistic Health and Healing provides a conceptual framework for holist ic nursing health care practice as well as evidence-based information on the most widely used complementary/alternative modalities.
...

		

Pragmatic Ajax: A Web 2.0 PrimerPragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
This is a book about developing effective web applications. We’re not
going to dance around this issue. Underneath everything else, this
book is about XHTML, JavaScript, CSS, and standards that have been
around for almost a decade now. Not only do we admit this truth,
we embrace it. Just because these standards have been...




	

Intelligent Optimization and Control of Complex Metallurgical Processes (Engineering Applications of Computational Methods)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses the intelligent optimization and control of complex metallurgical processes, including intelligent optimization and control of raw-material proportioning processes, coking process, and reheating furnaces; intelligent control of thermal state parameters in sintering processes; and intelligent decoupling control of...



		

The GIMP Bible: Great for Beginners - 40+ Step-by-Step TutorialsKuhlman Publishing, 2019

	The GIMP Bible is the ultimate reference and guide to the free, recently updated, photo-editing software - GIMP. Due to its license-free application, this Adobe Photoshop-like image manipulation program is probably the most-used software in the world. If you're a beginner photographer or a professional, then this detailed how-to guide will...

		

Modeling by Nonlinear Differential Equations: Dissipative and Conservative Processes (World Scientific Series on Nonlinear Science, Series a)World Scientific Publishing, 2009
This book aims to provide mathematical analyses of nonlinear differential equations, which have proved pivotal to understanding many phenomena in physics, chemistry and biology. Topics of focus are nonlinear oscillations, deterministic chaos, solitons, reaction-diffusion-driven chemical pattern formation, neuron dynamics, autocatalysis and...
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